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High School Feedback
What do you think of the draft interior layout (floor plan) for the new high school?
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Awesome! The current high school does not have enough collab space. The design of
the new high school has various/unique spaces.
○ I do not like the fact the new high school has separate art classrooms on different
floors? We need that art community together.
○ No lockers?? How is that possible?
Like the stacked academic section. Nice thought to adjacencies.
Good.
Very well thought out. Very much agree with Superintendent Imhoff that interior space
needs to accommodate small group and individual learning situations. I am somewhat
concerned that the “academic” area will have 4 floors. I would like more information
about how classes will be scheduled so that students will not have to run up and down
the stairs excessively. Also, I would like to know what accommodations are being made
for handicapped students so that they can navigate between classes.
Preliminary look is good … but hard to judge the academic area without a closer look. A
little concerned about 4 stories.
It is laid out as well as it can be given the site limitation.
I like it. Not as modern/crazy as it could have been.
Looks well thought out.
Seems well thought out & attractive visually. It looks like it would be nice to walk down
those halls!
Will there be easy access from the music department to the stadium for the marching
band? Love the corridor but is the music department too far from the academic building?
Looks good - basic yet nice.
I do like most of it, however not thrilled about Central Office moving here. It takes space
away from space for the students and the benefit of moving it here was not explained (is
there one?). It also takes up valuable parking! I’m also curious if the 4 floors of the
academic space will be divided up by grade level or more so by subject. The latter, I
hope, would be best for teachers to collaborate. Also no discussion of cafeteria space??
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It makes good use of the available space & incorporates the necessary areas in an
organized way. Love the idea of Golden Bear Blvd & grouping academics in the tower &
arts/sports on the other side.
I am pleased with the look and thought into use of the building & land. Parking & flow
have been huge issues currently.
Looks fantastic! Love the modern open design. Natural light.
I like the separation of academic / “public” areas. Aesthetically pleasing.
The room dedicated to orchestra is insultingly small. Over 250 kids, many with large,
expensive instruments pass through that room every day. It is a well regarded, spaceintensive program that has been allotted less space than the wrestling room. Please
reconsider your priorities in that space assignment. Band 130 → 2700ft2 Orchestra 250
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kids growing → 1500ft2 ?
Looks like good use of space. Very cool that gyms and pool will have second floor
access. Happy theater will be of similar size to current.
Acoustics in caf? On G.B. Avenue. Flexible learning spaces very good. Locations for
display spaces (artwork, trophies, etc.).
Seems like it addresses many needs.
○ Are entrances / hallways wide enough for students to fit through including main
corridor in academic area?
○ Is there sufficient sound separation with mechanical behind stage & between
different music spaces?
○ Is school accessible for physically challenged?
○ Is space for orchestra adequate? It is a bigger program than most.
○ Is there a small theater for more intimate performance space?
Music instruction is very far from other classrooms, so additional time would be needed
for those students to get to / from those classes. Storage for instruments may also be a
concern, with 6 orchestras & 2 bands.
Golden Bear Boulevard = Awesome! (1) I worry about the cafeteria being too small. (2)
What about instrument practice rooms above the band room? Offset, which can be
monitored by folks in band room yet separate. (3) Music room tiered floors? Storage
area for instruments?
Would like to see greenhouse option. Images show lack of internal plant life. Could not
locate a mothers room (ask me if you do not know).
Where would a meeting like this one happen in the new school? What percentage will fit
in the dining space? Where alternatively can they eat? How will the temperature be
managed in the academic wing - esp. on the 3rd and 4th floors with the windows - when
the sun is on that side in the afternoon? Where is the band room storage (uniforms,
etc.)?
Are the music rooms one or two floors? Where are the practice rooms? Do the rooms
have sound barriers in the music rooms? Do the music rooms have ample storage for all
instruments … basses / cellos / harps / xylophones / drums / pianos?
Looks okay to me.
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I don’t think the highs chool should have glass walls facing the hallway or in between
classrooms. Glass walls transmit too much sound. Collapsable walls and overhead door
transmit too much sound.
Good! I was originally hesitant about the siting, but plan arrangement / compact layout
looks very good.
The brick is very pretty.
Disappointed that there is no safe interior courtyard. With new security issues our kids
will be locked inside all day. Many rooms don’t even have windows. I don’t understand
how much open study space there is.
Very nice.
I feel that the interior athletic areas could be separated from the main structure so that
during the daytime (and evening) some of those facilities (pool) could be used by the
public while school is in session (security concerns).
Looks amazing! A little concerned about the “FLAT” ROOF - that did not go well with the
current school? What is the drainage plan? If it needs to be flat - pls add more green
space on it!
Looks good. I assume there will be elevators. How many?
I am really impressed with the division of the core academic spaces from the athletic and
arts spaces.
Liked groupings.
Lovely.
Why did we not see the 4 core area?
Overall I love it. I would like to see the nurse’s office located closer to the dining / gym
areas, and more open handwashing access closer to dining area.
Like Golden Bear Blvd concept w/ gathering spot for collaboration. 4 story: good idea preserves available land. Like attention to possible expansion.
Good use of space - 4 floor academic area makes a lot of sense.
I love it! Very creative. I’m surprised by how exciting the building looks. I wonder how
easily kids & teachers will be able to quickly move from the first floor to the fourth floor.
Very exciting!! Thrilled that there will be gathering spaces of collaboration!
Very smart & well developed in my opinion. Are there collaborative spaces on each end
of the academic wing on all floors? It looked like 2nd floor shows open to below. I think
students/staff will use them on all floors if we can provide them.
Visually very pleasing in and out. Division of public / private makes good sense. Some
potential concern regarding dining space. Time to clean building from all floor locations?
Looks amazing! Thoughts about how flexible space / high tech collaborative learning will
be supported? Just want to know things can adapt well & support different kinds of
learning.
I like the separation of public vs. learning spaces.
Very good.
The floor plan is nicely separated into common-use areas. I like how much space has
been fit into a relatively compact footprint.
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It all seems great, except that I heard the art rooms will be spread over 3 floors, which
doesn’t seem consistent w/ the overall goals & doesn’t treat art on same level as other
studies.
:( We didn’t see anything about what the academic classrooms looked like. Also, will
there be a learning center? If not, why not? I am very concerned about glass
classrooms: as a retired educator who still talks with UAHS staff, there is a lot of concern
about visual distractions and also about safety. Also, noise concerns are very high for
staff.
Would have liked to see more on academic areas. What about lockers? Obviously it’s
early in the design process, but would be nice to see more “personality” and history of
UA incorporated into the design. What is the “media center”?
It’s beautiful. I like how it is divided into quasi-public & private spaces. I hope that it will
be easy for kids to move from the 1st to the 4th floor in time to be in class. And please
make stairway open & welcoming so people use them rather than elevators. Having
stairs as the best way to move will be a nice feature.
No problem.
Very pleased to see the development of arts & technology spaces, collaborative spaces,
and flexible programming.
What’s the percentage of square footage of academics vs. athletics?
The separation of public and “private” areas makes sense. It was hard to tell from the
presentation how the academic areas would be organized. For example, what sort of
circulation would students need on a school day to move from place to place?
Largely positive → some questions. Transitioning from an academic class to music is far
- can those rooms be less in the back corner? Is there a separate event entrance and/or
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way to close off academic wing during events for security?
Good except as noted. Consider east west facing classroom impact to HVAC. Will catch
morning & afternoon sun.
The classroom spaces are compressed into too small of an area. Concern over
emergency egress from four stories (like fire). What does the UA Fire Department think
of the change to a four-story school?
Looks very functional. Allows much better accommodations for teaching staff.
It looks beautiful. The “boulevard” looks bright & airy.
I’m concerned about the art department being located in the academic tower and not
closer to the performing arts & loading dock. The music spaces seem to have been
reduced considerably by district offices!? I don’t understand why they need to be located
at the high school. It takes away from precious student space and personally I find it
inconvenient to come to district office if at the high school (traffic, security, etc.). I have
found the current location convenient and easy to access. Perhaps it is too small, and I
don’t fully understand all the reasons. Students first?
I think the central office should go to Burbank. I’m concerned that music space is being
shortchanged. Especially the small room near the central office. The program in that
space will start with space issues. Practice rooms?
Nice organization of the function areas.
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So I didn’t fully read this! See below for comments about lighting. Interior plants - like
houseplants? Hoping to see garden space for kids to grow plants.
I like it!
Very nice flow. I love the openness of the entrance. Is it ok to have that much southern
sunlight coming into a pool??
Layout appears to be well thought out. I like how the second (& third) floors look down
onto Golden Bear Blvd.
Overall it seems very reasonable. From the animated video, I wonder if the hallways are
wide enough (and outside of the theatre area).
I appreciated the 3 dimensional display. Really like the windows allowing for natural light,
as well as the green spaces and spaces inside the high school. One thing I was not sure
about was the 4 floors for the academics - the up & down climbing of students to get to
their classrooms on time. Also, where would the lockers be? The students (very few)
now, currently do not use their lockers - my son says his locker is too far away from his
classes - which he then carries his computer & folders, etc. in a backpack all day. Really
like the layout. Was wondering if there were commons, i.e. for the certain grade level. A
freshman locker common, soph. Locker common, etc.
As an academic, this reminds me of more modern university buildings. I view that as a
positive. Well done!
Looks good - but see concerns below. Where are the counseling / college counseling
offices? In my opinion, these programs particularly college counseling need to be beefed
up to address the # of students being served. I would be very concerned if the space for
their offices is being cut. Cafeteria space - banquets are held almost nightly at the end of
each sports season - wondering how this space - which appears to be smaller - will
accommodate these groups of athletes/parents/students - or is there another planned
space for this?
Looks gorgeous! I am a little surprised by how much space is allocated to non-academic
space. That may be just my lack of understanding about how it is today.
Golden Bear Way is great!
Great layout!
I love all the light! It seems safe & secure too. Please allow / plan for some / plenty of
plants (real ones) & spaces for kids to gather / collaborate / study, etc. (sitting)
Very good: functional, varied, and good student spaces are available. Nice amount of
space dedicated to the arts (music, theatre, etc.) - thanks!
Overall I think the space has been well addressed. The aesthetics are pleasant. I do not
think enough space has been allotted to an ever growing orchestra (music?) department.
When you have (currently) enough students to fill the current stage five times over there
needs to be plenty of room for storage of instruments, classrooms, and bigger offices for
teachers. Upper Arlington’s orchestra department is huge and with a projected growth as
it stands today we need to be prepared. Hate to see us build a 1950s music department
again.
Windows and natural light are great. Compact, efficient space planning is smart.
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Overall, very impressive! One issue may be the time it takes to get from one side of the
building to the other (e.g. musi wing to 4th floor classroom) between classes. As such,
please allow a few extra minutes between classes.
I liked the efficiency of the building. The thoughtful organization. The natural lighting
down the Golden Bear Boulevard.
Looks good to me. Is there enough space on Golden Bear Blvd to accommodate all the
students during class changes?
In general it’s nice. I do hope that for kids who need, we will have enough elevators that
will be accessible to them. I also hope we can have 2 secure entrances for both lots.
Some with the gyms & the natatorium.
I like it! I appreciate how efficiently you used the space, how much light was
incorporated, how you prioritized everyone’s interests & needs & especially the
consideration for parking & safety.
Excellent. Will administration (central) space interfere with access to music area?
The draft looks amazing! Great job! Just want to make sure the teachers are happy.
They are the people with our students on a daily basis. Please listen to them.
Looks good but hard to tell class size / specifics (b/c not there yet).

What do you think of the initial design for the exterior of the new high school?
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Sorry but more parking!!
Beautiful - nice for neighbors.
Nice.
Very impressive. I think it will be a very attractive addition to UA.
Thumbs up.
I like it except for the flat roofs. Flat roofs leak.
Was happy for something more stately / traditional but no really complaints.
Looks good - hope it is real brick & a good color.
LIke the architectural design & use of different materials for textures & colors. Hope the
green roof happens! The space seems to cry for it and it is “now & relevant”!
Love the design … I wish the brick look and feel continued into the auditorium … the
highest point. The highest point should look great and serve as a beacon for the school
… it currently looks too functional.
Please save as many existing trees on Zollinger as possible. Does home ec kitchen
room exist?
Very nice - seems well thought out. I would have appreciated hearing more about
parking ie) is there still going to be a drop-off zone? The elevated green terrace space is
nice, but how safe is that?
Looks good. Will look nice & won’t be embarrassing when rival schools visit for sports,
etc.
Good look, hard to tell about four stories. Glad you are thinking about how to make it
appear to not be a monolith.
Love the mixed materials. I’ve not seen a 4 story high school before.
The design itself is very attractive.
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Happy to see traditional brick with lots of windows.
Looks good. Lots of glass ---> thermal loads? I like bump-outs.
Looks attractive. Is a west facing academic area too hot?
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(1) A great start → keep refining - still a little too institutional - think/channel private
boarding school. Too box like - maybe a partial sloping roof inward (toward middle of
building) above the 4th floor that would be composed / covered by shingles / slate? (2)
Athletic fields, etc. are great! (3) NW view of main entrance fails to inspire. (4) If exterior
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of auditorium will be visible then the upper levels need to match exterior of rest of bldg.
Disappointed no outside basketball hoops. Would also like to see promotion of
alternative sports, badminton, bocce, etc.
There are still many exterior doors - what is the plan for safety? Where is the drop-off
area at the front of the school? Concerned about blocking Brandon/Zollinger intersection
as people drop their kids off (i.e. kids on crutches who take awhile) …
How many entrances are there? Is there an entrance for band to get onto the field? Are
the art rooms by or close to the loading docks? They have a lot of heavy material? The
central office is taking up a lot of “non academic” space!
Once trees grow in the building will look better.
The exterior should be more like stone. The windows could be horizontal instead of
vertical. The nurses area should be closer to the classrooms. There should be more
general education classrooms -- more than 45 currently.
Similar to the precedent image but not yet an Arlington building. West glass needs
addressed for solar exposure. Glad there isn’t more curtainwall - could still be less.
I think it looks too industrial. Yes, it was the most liked photo, but there were very few
traditional photos. Most people I spoke to disliked all of the photos. The building is very
square.
Very nice view from Zollinger & Brandon, but Mt. Holyoke will be looking at parking lot.
Not sure that’s avoidable.
Looks amazing! Like it!
Looks good.
I like the fact that it is letting a lot of light into the building.
All flat roofs! Hope that exterior materials reflect nature of community - not big red box
like OSU Med bldg. Stone is natural to this area.
Impressive.
How does this look iconic?
OK - not likely to be dated (I think). Like rooftop green space.
I think it is warm & inviting & classy.
Same as above.
Very pleasing to the eye! I like the orientation of the building on the site.
It’s a great start! Having been one of the people who chose the precedent image for this,
I would urge you that you don’t need to take it so literally - it had a softness of texture &
massing that most of the choices shown did not. As far as brick selection + windows,
pick what looks best!
See above.
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Great!
Exterior is appealing. It will soar above the ranch homes surrounding, but I feel that is
absolutely unavoidable. The brick incorporated into the facade marries to the
surrounding homes while the glass & curtain wall let it be modern & unique.
Very good.
The exterior is good. I think it will blend well into the existing neighborhood. I like the
changes in height between sections, makes a more interesting building. Thank you for
the skylights along the main hall, which will bring in daylight without sacrificing site space
for a courtyard.
Exterior is incredible.
The brick is really bland. Overall, the site plan looks well-thought out + attractive. But
again, wall-to-ceiling glass elements at entrances + in the main corridors are a major
safety concern.
Would like to see increased vegetation / green spaces.
It is very attractive and looks like it brings the outdoors into the school space via large
windows overlooking plazas. I love how compact it is - such an improvement over the
current hodgepodge building.
Maybe some stone!
Very pleased. It “feels” like a modern take on a UA school.
Like all the green space.
I think the exterior as illustrated has some resemblance to the precedent image from the
previous meeting. It did not seem to include the variety of vertical exterior windows. I
would like to see some other options for brick colors and limestone which reflect historic
local cladding materials.
Positive.
Clean, attractive. Not overly done.
I like bricks & glass.
It looks great. I like the vertical windows combined with the 4th floor prairie style
horizontal contrast. The balcony and green rooftop are very cool.
I like exterior design but I’m concerned with large expanses of paving and
runoff/drainage issues.
Very attractive with lots of opportunity to bring light inside the building. I hope to see
more “green” touches as we get into more details.
I really like the exterior look for the HS. The PE/Bleacher area looks very efficient - it
doesn’t look like a prison but has a welcoming appearance. Curious about the private
academic area - it looks like there will not be much natural light - some of this makes
sense from a safety standpoint but a, a bit concerned about emotional impact of so
many hours with artificial light.
I like it!
I think it looks great!! I love the brick.
Looks like it fits well within the aesthetic of UA. Can you share the design w/ the city
council so they can understand how important & beneficial this is - it would be great to
have the same approach to commercial buildings in UA. :)
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Again, very reasonable. What does the UA Fire Department say about the ladder truck
accessing the fourth floor? Safety - will there be escape rope ladders from the third
and/or fourth floor?
Very visual appealing. Please don’t sacrifice landscaping / aesthetics when cuts need to
be made.
Looks good - particularly hope that we can finally be proud of our landscaped grounds and not see a weed-covered areas / embarrassment.
LOVELY - looks like a college campus!
Great green space!
Beautiful!
Lovely! I really like the outdoor spaces on the upper levels. What a treat for kids to get
outdoors during their day! I like the potential for passive solar w/ tree placement!
Also very good - I did not see any passive green space - such as a courtyard or “park”
like area for students to be outside.
Attractive. Golden Bear Parkway is a good idea (a “main street”).
I think it looks great. It’s hard to soften such a large building, but I believe the architects
did a nice job in doing just that. I like all the trees and green space as well.
I like the different textures. The building looks interesting.
Looks good to me. Only addition I would suggest visually more variation in textures to
provide visual interest, budget permitting.
I love it!
Really like the idea and incorporation of natural light. Would like to see really in depth
plans by staff user groups of the outdoor layout (drains, bike racks, paths) to plan /
consider grounds and snow.
Beautiful. It appears that both form & function were carefully considered.
Good.
Exterior looks great! Happy with all the windows! What about “safe” greenspace for kids
to be outside - eat - be kids!
Love.

What do you think of the draft site layout (parking, athletics, etc.) for the new high
school?
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Sorry but more parking!!
Amazing it all fits with still room for plazas, nice entries and plenty of parking.
Good.
Happy to hear about increased parking. Overall layout is impressive …
I am impressed that you were able to add 200 parking spaces.
Lots of parking, not pretty but needed.
Good. I especially like the “green roof” and hope that OSU Chadwick Arboretum can
help with plans and use their students to help.
Good use of space & design.
Great.
Looks good.
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I like it! I worry about safety & how you’re balancing design & areas with safety systems.
Also, I think parking will always be an issue, even though you’ve added spaces. You’re
adding central office so spaces will be taken for that & parking locations aren’t
convenient to entrance.
Looks great, cannot wait to see it.
Will Brandon and Mt. Holyoke still be 1 way streets? Wondering about student dropoff
and pickup. Will seniors still have parking spots?
Having grandparents & extended family who enjoy supporting our kids in athletic and
music events, parking is a serious issue. Access to athletic fields looks easy /
accessible. But … looking at entrance to performing arts spaces - no / limited parking
near auditorium spaces.
Amazed 200 parking spaces will be added! Definitely want to see as many trees planted
as possible and green roof option expanded.
Drop-offs are important.
Is athletic events going to create vibration & noise in school area? Proximity of bleachers
to auditorium could introduce noise issues. Are there reconfigurable collaboration space,
akin to PAST Foundation space on Kinnear Rd?
Very good.
Trees on parking lot: take up space and will require clean-up, possibly cause damage to
vehicles. Would suggest tall pines on Ridgeview and Holyoke to protect baseballs from
going to the road. Batting cage?
Is the additional parking a result of increased area or reducing the size of the spaces /
between the aisles? Hopefully the former …
Where is the pole vaulting, high jump and long jump? What happens to LAX and soccer
… they still practice @ Tremont? How many exit / entrance doors … is there going to be
someone at every door ✓ing IDs? How does the drop-off and pickup area work? Where
are the playgrounds @ Barrington? Where will band practice when there is not a field? It
seems the music spaces are not going to accommodate kids, instruments, practice
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areas and bodies?
How will the traffic patterns change around the high school with new drop-off area?
The green spaces are good. Trees in the parking lot are good. This looks good.
Good. (I am assuming the band pavilion is being duplicated …)
I like the incorporation of field into building. It seems the athletics will be far more
organized. It seems the gym is still too small. But it is hard to tell.
Glad to see more parking spaces! We live 1 block away and every spring there are more
cars on the street.
Why move an expensive football field?
Looks amazing! Like it!
Like the addition of parking spaces.
More spaces are always a good thing. It is important to keep the throwing events such
as shot put & discus away from where people are walking.
Liked space under stadium being used creatively.
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Nice. Will the parking be ample for school & extra-curricular? Street parking? Erg room?
(I have a rower :) ) Enough natural light in a 4-story building?
Awesome. You can tell this was more important than the academic area. Not just size
but money.
Looks great. Let’s try to make UA more bike friendly & get our kids biking.
Hope all the trees make it to the central site. Like minimizing bldg footprint to preserve
open / parking space.
It flows well.
Great!
So happy to hear about added parking. What about handicapped (older fans) access to
event areas -- drop-offs for gyms, stadium, auditorium?
Increase in parking will be appreciated by neighborhood. Good to relocate tennis courts
to interior of space. Will field hockey games be located on practice fields or offsite?
Nice!
Very good.
I am impressed. It seems like the site is so much larger because everything is organized
well. I like the outdoor plazas - the students will have a more college campus-like setting.
Exceeds expectations.
This looks good.
What about rainwater collection / runoff mitigation in parking lots?
It makes sense to me. Should the ball fields be oriented inward, though, so fly balls stay
on school property?
Looking forward to using it!
Need more room for academics. What about room for more students?
The entrance corner seems like a hike from available parking and drop-off areas.
Positive.
3 aux. gyms not enough. Dump the track above the bball court. They are always in the
way. Put in balcony bleachers that roll forward, space behind (when rolled forward) can
be used for wrestling, cheer, yoga, etc. Dump ground level wrestling space to make
another aux. gym.
The main entrance to the building faces northwest and will be shaded from the sunshine.
It will remain snow covered / icy for extended periods during the winter. This should be
planned for.
Truly squeezes in everything. Surprised about 50% more parking.
I am amazed at how much space is dedicated to athletics but that is the reality I’m afraid.
The 4 floor academic wing is compact and not needing of as much space as gyms
perhaps I can appreciate the {{note: sentence ends here}}
Too much parking? Satellite parking? Shuttle? What is the ratio of academic to athletic
(ignore music) and how does it compare to typical Ohio school? Does budget allow 3
story music section? Like relation to roads.
See above - really like beacher - locker - PE area. Would like to see more about
concession area.
I like it!
Makes a lot of sense … great job!!
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Looks great.
Will the new stadium accommodate both home and visiting team fans?
Like it.
Well thought out - always need more parking! The athletic layout looks very well thought
out!
Like the natatorium & the glass! More parking :)
Very well planned.
Please do everything you can to encourage bikes.
Well planned and compact, will suit nicely for students. Excellent space dedicated to
swimming (natatorium) - please keep this. We need the pool!
Everything made sense to me.
I imagine it’s hard to design a new campus while still having to account for the old
building being in use. Even given that constraint, I think it works well.
I was surprised to see all the parking. It will be very beneficial. I like the access for the
parking & playing fields.
Nice to have more parking places.
As long as you have secure entrances easily accessible and more than just on main
entrance for flow it would be great.
Are there enough spots for students, C.O., and visitors? Love that there’s more parking.
Well done! It’s a tight space & hard, I imagine, to fit it all in.
Is there a plan for dropping off students? Pull out lane for morning, afternoon and
evening events?
Parking looks as good as it can get - hoping staff and seniors have spaces! Athletics
looks great.
Like the idea of more parking spaces. Athletics looks good - again hard to tell about
some spaces b/c not specific.

Additional feedback?
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Wish this was done 10+ years ago so I could go here. I feel left out being at this current
high school.
Interested to learn more about safety & access to different spaces within the building.
You mentioned space to add on if #s increase. Will the buildings easily have spaces that
can be vacated / closed off if enrollment decreases?
(1) Is there going to be a pickup/drop-off area near the main entrance? (2) Probably
need a rear entrance to press box in stadium - coaches going up through the stands
could be problematical for a variety of reasons (former coach).
See above.
In general, a good effort.
Worry about surrounding streets & lights for traffic patterns. Have heard that there have
been construction problems with Friendship Village “Flats” built by Ruscilli - and have not
been addressed to the owner’s expectations i.e. make sure that they build it with good
materials and don’t cut corners.
How are we building next century cafeterias?
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Will the visitors football locker room be nice enough so the teams will not have to sit
outside at halftime etc.? The current one is mean and embarrassing!
I look forward to more specific design details - especially as related to safety, traffic flow
both of students inside & vehicles outside, and how content areas will be clustered.
Thank you for including us in the process. The transparency of information is
appreciated. Is there another way (dedicated email box) for us to share feedback if we
think of something else after submitting this form?
Thank you for consulting the people of the community.
Where will we be able to park during construction???
Images look fine, but really impossible to judge without more info on details. How do the
new auditorium, classrooms, etc. compare to the existing? Where is the $ being spent?
What parts are being prioritized vs. what may be sacrificed when project goes over
budget?
Thank you for your time. I want to trust the process, I really do but I think the separation
of the visual arts onto 3 floors needs to be looked at. The members of the department
are all very strong teachers that are passionate about teaching. I feel the arts need to be
visible just not on three floors. Maybe just 2! We are a small department that constantly
move in and out of multiple rooms. It would be awesome to flank the main entrance with
a gallery of student work then have 3 of the art rooms close by on the first floor, then
maybe the remaining 3 rooms on the 2nd and 3rd floor. If this is related to budget
reasons, I get it but I also want to make sure I have a safe place for the students to feel
at home in the arts. I trust the process and I’m open to change but we need to make
sure this is best for all learners in our community. Thank you!
Very happy with how it turned out and hoping it all makes the final cut.
Thanks.
What is future of parking when cars may not need to be parked on campus? Driverless
cars could drive back home, for instance.
Will there be enough room for AP/IB testing to occur at the school or will students still
have to go to Riverside Church?
Although I like the idea of access to fresh air on the fourth floor w/ the balconies I
couldn’t help worry about potential student suicides.
No GLASS WALLS inside of the high school. Fewer overhead doors and collapsable
walls. Students get distracted easily as is. Sound transmits too easily.
FOR ENTIRE PROJECT / ALL SCHOOLS - Incredible amount of work for the dollars.
We need block schedules with more free time to study. I worry there are not enough
common areas.
If we get the moratorium on the tornado shelter, does that mean in the future there will
be a need for more money to get it to state code?
Great job! Thank you!
How does new design compare in square feet to existing?
Make sure we are planning for outdated industrial architecture. Drawings of Windermere
look outdated & much like what is already there.
How will you accommodate parking during the building phase?
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How is this not a 1950s building? How will these spaces be used? How are you ADDING
to the arts? It looks like you have split them up.
Architectural detail make the difference - hoping for some artful design work.
Thank you for the meetings to keep us up to date.
Thanks for holding these meetings!
This is the second meeting I have attended (first was before levy vote) and I am so
impressed with the hard work that goes into these meetings., these projects and your
effort to get feedback! Thank you!!
Thanks so much to the whole team (army?!) that has worked to get this right. So grateful
and proud to be a part! Go Bears! :)
Would love to know how restrooms / locker space to accommodate all genders is being
addressed in all schools.
Wish had done this 10 yrs ago, so my daughter could benefit.
I feel like the focus on all the jazzy elements that are about sports, theater, etc. are
drawing attention away from questions about the academic wing.
Has LEED certification been considered?
I would love to see acknowledgement in the plaza in front to the history of the land upon
which the building sits, going back to the Wyandotte & earliest settler.
A black & gold ribbon team to advise on proper care of the buildings. So we don’t do this
again in 60 yrs.
Excellent work!
No glass walls!
It would have been nice to have handouts of the site plan and floor plans to be able to
take a closer look at the proposals.
Assume “greens” will demand solar, wind turbine, “microgrid,” geothermal. Plan for
utility/conduit entrances, xfer switches, etc. Be sure to allow for diverse fiber optic cable
entrances.
I have concern over students dealing / accepting climbing up stairs as high as four
floors. Elevators and maintenance / service of them should be given a lot of attention.
Thanks to the admin staff for taking this on -- great job so far!
Make sure there are restrooms for the choir, orchestra & band kids.
I don’t see where the practice rooms for music will be.
If music must be small the walls should be shifted to equalize floor space or maybe all
walls should be movable. Choir, band, orchestra all of variable size.
Tornado plan - where would it go? What can we do to help with legislative?
Provide small amount of seating for multipurpose gyms for after school games.
Has there been any discussion regarding underground parking with access to the high
school building? This may open up more green space!
LOVE the opportunity to input.
We have an amazing scholarship and career-producing string program. Please give
them some cadillac treatment. Include acoustic planning, instrument storage space maybe even a practice room …
Has thought been put to emerging technologies? Driverless / electric vehicles may
become common / normal during the lifespan of this building.
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15% projected enrollment by 2027 … be diligent about new space and building vertical.
An underground parking garage would alleviate a lot of the parking issues which will
continue to be an issue even with 200+ spaces given the increase in projected
enrollment. Perhaps private funds / donations could be raised to pay for it. I appreciate
all your hard work and the amount of community involvement that you have solicited!
Will endowed / named spaces be reallocated without additional cost to donors? i.e.
wrestling room, band pavilion on football field.
Counselors need space together. Need to be able to meet with a family in their office.
College Counseling Center is a MUST at UAHS. We are UA - our students are top notch
so they need to have a specific college counselor with a good space to meet with
families and a central space for all the colleges that want our students. They need to
have a place right there front and center - not just a conference room. Thank you!

